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1

Introduction

Design patterns are of tremendous value to developers when faced with recurring problems [1]. Given their various applications and uses, model transformations would benefit tremendously from design patterns as well. Although several studies have proposed
design patterns for model transformation[2,3,4,5,6], there is still no accepted common
language to express them.
In this paper, we propose a unified template to describe model transformation design
patterns based on the analysis of existing model transformation design pattern studies.
We have also initiated a unified template candidate that is suitable for the purpose, along
with an actual model transformation design pattern adapted to the unified template.
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2.1

Unified Template
Existing templates

Fig. 1 depicts the correspondences between existing proposals for model transformation
design pattern templates and their equivalence with the template used in GoF [1]. Initial
studies on model transformation design patterns proposed useful idioms that are specific
to model transformation languages: ATL [4], VMTS [5], GReAT [2], and QVT-R [3]
(corresponding to columns 2 to 5 in Fig. 1). These shall therefore be considered as
implementations of design patterns in a specific language, rather than design pattern
descriptions.
More recently, Lano et al. [6] provided the most comprehensive model transformation design patterns study (column 6 in Fig. 1). The template used by the authors
leads to a thorough description of the patterns. In particular, the benefits and disadvantage fields are of great value to analyze and help to choose the appropriate pattern. The
most critical is the solution field that explains the structure of the pattern in a languageneutral form. For this purpose, Lano et al. used an abstract transformation specification
called TSPEC that manipulates an abstraction of the UML, called LMM. Although this
provide a formalization of design patterns, the notation hinders the comprehension of
design patterns, which does not guide developers in correctly implementing the pattern in a concrete transformation. At about the same time, we proposed a language,
DelTa [7], that is independent from concrete transformation languages, understandable
by developers, and enables the automatic instantiation and detection of the pattern in a
concrete transformation.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of fields for design pattern description

2.2

Proposed template

Existing works show that in model transformation area, there is not an agreement how
to represent model transformation design patterns. Different studies have used different
fields to represent a design pattern (i.e., applicability, benefits, structure). In addition,
there is no common language of providing the structure of a model transformation design pattern, analogous to how UML is used in representing the structures of objectoriented design patterns. We therefore propose a unified template for expressing model
transformation design patterns using the following fields:
– Summary: a short description of the design pattern that usually gives the outline
of the other fields in a few sentences.
– Application Conditions: pre-conditions on the context of use of the pattern. The
conditions can be either preconditions on the metamodel or constraints in the transformation overall. This is usually expressed in the same language as the solution
field.
– Solution: generic solution to the problem the design pattern addresses. The structure of the solution is expressed DelTa [7].
– Benefits: advantages of applying the design pattern. The benefits can either be
measurements with respect to some criteria or improvements on some features of
the transformation.
– Disadvantages: pitfalls of applying the design patterns. The disadvantages are
measured similarly to the benefits.
– Examples: example of applying the design pattern in a real context. The example
is implemented in a specific model transformation language.
– Implementation: discussion providing guidelines and hints on how to implement
the design pattern in various transformation languages.
– Related patterns: correlation of the pattern with other patterns. This relation may
be specialization, generalization, sequence, grouping, alternatives, etc.
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Top-down Phased Construction

We apply the unified template to the Top-down Phased Construction design pattern as
introduced in [6]. We only present an abbreviated version of the pattern due to page
limitation.

– Summary: This pattern separates the transformation into phases depending on how
the target model is composed. The complete summary is found in [6].
– Application conditions: As depicted in Fig. 2, when there is a composition hierarchy in the source metamodel and the sub-element is mandatory in that relation.
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Fig. 2. Application condition

– Solution: As depicted in Fig. 3, the transformation is split into two phases. In
the formerPhase rule, the target element corresponding to the super-element in the
source is first created. In the latterPhase rule, target elements corresponding to the
sub-elements in the source are then created.
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Fig. 3. Phased Construction - Structure in DelTa

– Benefits: This pattern increases the modularity of the rules, letting each rule create
one layer of target elements. The complete list of benefits is found in [6].
– Disadvantages: Since the rules are broken into phases, that will increase the rule
count. The complete list of disadvantages is found in [6].
– Examples: The UML class diagram to relational database diagrams can be considered a top-down phased construction, where we first use classes to create tables,
and then use attributes to create columns [8].
– Implementation: The model transformation languages with explicit scheduling
can create phases sequentially. The languages, that have implicit scheduling only,
can refer to “simulating explicit rule scheduling” pattern in [6].
– Related patterns: The pattern resembles entity relationship mapping pattern [7],
when the entities are considered the top layer and relations are the layer below.
There are also variations of this pattern that starts the construction starting from
bottom. Further related patterns are found in [6].
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have summarized the structure of design patterns in terms of how
they are represented in different studies. The need for a unified template approach is
inevitable to make design pattern identification easier for future design pattern candidates. We believe using a UML-like graphical notation in at least application condition
and structure fields of a design pattern makes the understanding and the application of
the design pattern easier for the developer. The unified template should be discussed
and improved to provide standardization in model transformation design patterns.
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